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NEWS ITEMS

SITUATIONS VACANT—we are
urgently
seeking:
membership
secretary, press officer, marketing
manager; permanent way specialists
diesel drivers and secondmen (subject
to exam); and ticket office staff.

DEADLINE for the Easter Bunk is Thu
1st March. Please send all your
submissions
by
email
to
bunk@purplehare.space or by text
to 07506 593627.

DEREK
L A Z E N B Y—former
Stationmaster
at
Cholsey—is
reportedly in good health; cancer
treatment early in 2015 successfully
has stabilised the condition.

THE 2018 CHAIRMAN is Mick
Kidley, with Tony Stead taking ViceChair. The Bunk wishes both well in their
endeavours for the 2018 season.

SANTA SPECIAL running dates
for this year are 2nd, 3rd, 9th, 10th,
16th, 17th & 23rd December.

CONGRATULATIONS to David
Mannering (centre, below), for passing
your Fireman’s examination. Dave is
pictured with Dave Goodenough (left) and
David Lloyd (right).

A VISITING LOCO for the Santa
specials is being investigated; sadly
this cannot be confirmed at the time
of going to press.
CHOLSEY CHURCH HALT—An
HALT
idea, originally proposed by former
chair Colin Young, has resurfaced for
consideration. A platform could be
erected by the Church Road bridge,
being convenient for passengers
visiting Agatha Christie’s grave at
Cholsey Church. There might also
possibly be scope for a picnic area.

――――

AN APOLOGY
Sherwin Smith writes:

MUSEUM COACH—the external
fabric is in a poor state, being a timber
structure. Any help in this area will be
much appreciated.

In the BunkFest Bunk (Vol. 35 No. 2) it
was stated that David Mannering was
the Locomotive Manager both under
the Management Team heading (p2)
and in the Editorial (p3). This is
incorrect and I am happy to be able to
report that David Goodenough is still
Locomotive Manager, and to
apologise wholeheartedly for this
error.
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EDITORIAL

the Spa Valley Railway, Southern Railway,
Chiltern Railways, the Gloucester &
Warwickshire Railway, Network Rail and
the Swindon Panel Society (based at
Didcot).

This, the Christmas 2017 edition of The
Bunk, is simply brimming over with
progress and fresh ideas.
Quite apart from the fresh design—which
I truly hope you enjoy—we
have progress to report on
Northern Gas Board no.1,
Willy Skunk the Wickham,
and the canopy. I have also
contributed a small piece on
the new trains beginning to
populate the main line.

I’m delighted to be getting involved in the
Bunk Line at what is clearly a
pivotal moment. It is obvious
that not everything has been
roses, however we have a
wonderful line with a huge
potential.
In the fullness of time, when
other commitments allow, I
plan to become a more active
working member of the
railway. In the meantime,
whilst I will be a little remote,
I intend to come and help out
with each project that is
under way!

Many of you will already
know that I am completely
new to the Cholsey &
Wallingford Railway despite it
being my ‘local’. I am,
Above: The editor in
however, far from new to the
Toddington
signalbox on the
industry. I cut my teeth on the
Gloucestershire
& Warwickshire
Bluebell Railway before I had
Railway (James Denny)
James Denny
even left school, and have
been a career railwayman ever since. In
• Contact the editor via 07506 593627 or
that time, I have worked for or on Atkins,
bunk@purplehare.space.
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AGM REVIEW

we can also consider potential space for
an engine shed. It is hoped to include this
in the Planning Application, even though
funding sources are still being sought, to
avoid the need for a further application.

The AGM of the C&WR Preservation
Society was held on Saturday 4th
November. Some 30 plus Members
attended and, in accordance with the
Articles, three Board Members (Mike
Kidley, Sherwin Smith and Carolyn
Fitzmaurice) had been nominated for reelection. After vote counting (including
absentee and proxy votes) all were reelected. The Financial Statement and
Report from the Board, both of which had
been circulated previously, were accepted
without questions being raised.

 Status of local development plans
impacting on the C&WR: plans submitted
for gravel extraction and housing on land
adjacent to our line were described.
Whilst we need to be vigilant to ensure
they do not detract from our line, there
may also be opportunities which we must
not miss.
Adrian Lloyd of Wallingford Town Council
spoke about the ongoing negotiations
with LidL, who have submitted a planning
application to develop part of the land
adjacent to Wallingford Station. To date
LidL are being very helpful and through
this we should be able to finally install the
much-needed run round loop at
Wallingford. All were in agreement that
these
negotiations
were
much
appreciated.

A presentation followed giving an update
on five issues.
 The status of extra land for a run round
loop: this appears to progressing well and
it is hoped that we can finalise the new
track layout shortly, with track realignment hopefully beginning after
Christmas.
 The Maidenhead Canopy: the contract
for the repair and restoration of the
canopy is about to be placed. It is
expected that materials will be removed
from Wallingford early in the new year
and be complete in 22 weeks. We could
well be in a position to erect this historic
structure in Autumn 2018.

James Denny, the new editor of The Bunk,
was introduced to Members (see Editorial
for an introduction).
AoB followed, and one member queried
the possibilities for signalling at

 Plans and applications for a station
building at Wallingford: plans are being
developed; the first stage of a £125K
application has been approved and the full
application will be submitted in January,
2018. A second application for £60K has
also been submitted.
 Possible engine shed for Wallingford:
with the extra land for a run round loop

Above: the last Hallowe’en train of the day
preparing to depart from Wallingford on
Saturday 28th Oct. (James Denny)
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Wallingford. In response, James was able
to show his preliminary plans for a
signalling scheme for the Wallingford
site. These will be expanded on in The
Bunk once they have progressed.

loco (Kilmersdon) is available for hire
from the Somerset & Dorset Railway
Trust, with a SODC councillor having
awarded a grant of £1,500 to cover
transport. Given that this would save
hiring a generator (£1,000), the costs of
transporting this loco are covered. Some
questions remained as to its technical
suitability and the Loco Manager is to
address these as soon as possible.

Several issues were raised about
marketing and advertising. The Board
were able to tell of progress to create a
specific Marketing Committee which has
been created. This committee has started
to make much more use of Social Media,
although more effort here is needed, and
one member offered his assistance.

Clearly not all C&WR members were able
to attend the AGM, however the support
of members in these exciting plans is
crucial. If members have any thoughts in
relation to the points raised, they are
welcome to contact any Board Member.

It was apparent that the previous placing
of posters in local shops has not been
occurring as regularly as before and this is
something the Marketing Group will look
into. At least one member offered to help
with this for sites in and around Benson.

Tony Stead
● A donation of £50 arrived at the AGM
from Jim McMahon, who joined the CWR in
the early 80s and retired as Vice Chairman
in 2003. Jim ran a successful Model Rail
Exhibition in Twyford with John Cook in aid
of the CWR before retiring to Ireland.
● To email the board: cwrail@gmail.com.

A question was then asked about power
for lighting on the Santa trains. It was
pointed out that we have a generator
installed for lighting, but this cannot
provide heating to the coaches. A steam

Limited Edition Anniversary (1866-2016) Wagon
Dapol OO scale model. Available from CWR Shop at £10
each or phone 01235 832 386 to order by post (£3.50 P&P)
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NORTHERN G. B. No1
Work is progressing well. The boiler is
now inside the workshop, ready for the
boiler contractor North Bay Railway
Engineering Services to commence the
repairs in two weeks’ time.
Meanwhile, the work on the manifold has
been completed (this required a new
isolation valve to meet latest regulatory
requirements); the cab floor has been
rebuilt and the inside frames are primed
and ready for gloss paint.

Above and below: work taking place on NGB
No. 1 (David Mannering)

most welcome by the Darlington Railway
Preservation Society. There is much of
interest in the way of railway history both
on site and in and about Darlington,
including Locomotion and the railway
museum at Shildon, not far away.

Work has also commenced on restoration
of the water tank, to seal leaks, and most
of the pipe work has been cleaned and
painted.
It is planned to have the boiler back in
frames early January, with completion of
work in May 2018 .

David Mannering
• To learn more about the DRPS visit
drps.synthasite.com.

If anyone wants to visit they will be made
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to be increasingly popular.
BUNKFEST was yet again a good
weekend with plenty of music & beer on
the station and on the train. Having got a
licence for the station, this encouraged
patrons to linger longer on the station and
this proved a godsend at one point—we
almost ran out of beer on the first two
trains and the person on the station had
to go to Yattendon to collect more!

EVENTS UPDATE
Our Easter and early May Bank Holiday
Trains saw a steady flock of passengers
wishing to ride behind our visiting engine
Northern Gas Board No. 1 from
Darlington. Sadly we had to say goodbye
to this lovely Engine as it had to go back
for a complete overhaul. Many thanks to
Barrie Lamb and his team for letting us
have it, and for all their help.

There was much merry making on and off
the train with lots of people in flamboyant
clothes having a really good time. It's
amazing that for one weekend everyone,
no matter who they are, from different
walks of life, comes together to enjoy a
fantastic weekend. I wouldn't mind
betting Wallingford is probably one of the
only places to have such a weekend.

FISH & CHIP SPECIALS have once
again proved popular with many coming
back
from
previous
ones
and
recommending them to other people. On
4th August, this took a slight turn as we
introduced a choice of either Fish & Chip
supper or Curry & Rice, which again
proved a popular choice.

My thanks to my team of helpers and
crew, who give up their evenings so we
could make them happen—without you it
simply wouldn't.

ROYA L
BRITISH
LE GION
SPECIAL: The Benson & Ewelme
branch had a very successful Fish & Chip
Supper special last year, and this year
decided to invite Legion members from
Oxford Central Areas, of which Lynda
Atkins is county chairman.

SANTA SPECIALS Don't forget to
bring your children to our Santa Trains
starting on 2nd December. There is one
extra day this year, the 23rd, so this will be
the last chance to see that wonderful man
in red, who will have a present for all the
children up to 10 years.

During the evening a raffle was held to
raise funds for the Benson & Ewelme
branch. One of those present was 95-year
-old Ken Hicks, who enlisted as a boy and
was a trainee Aircraft Engineer. He has
been a poppy seller for longer than I can
remember.

Adults (only) can collect a Mince Pie &
Mulled Apple Juice from the shop.
Wishing you all a
VERY HAPPY CHRISTMAS
and a
PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

Pat Hatch

CREAM TEAS have been held on the
14.05 trains on some weekends
throughout the summer and are proving

● To contact Pat about events please email
pathatch50@hotmail.co.uk.
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CANOPY UPDATE
For the last few months the Maidenhead
canopy has been occupying a lot of time.
We approached several companies, some
of whom have tendered for all of the
repairs and restoration, whilst others
opted for only part of the work or declined
to tender at all. However, a decision has
now been made as to a preferred
contractor, and contracts are being
prepared. The work is going to be done
quite locally so hopefully we can be
involved and document the restoration.

Above: a scene we hope to emulate soon—a
steam railtour with 6106 in the platform under
the canopy, probably in the 1960s (unknown).
Below: One of the earliest views we have
found of the canopy—probably c19th as there
are no powered vehicles (historical postcard).

restoration to commence.

The timings are likely to be:

 Restoration to be completed in about
22 weeks (i.e. June/July, 2018) and
components delivered to off-site storage.

 By the end of November: contractor to
‘protect’ components where they are.

 September/October 2018: erection of
the canopy at Wallingford.

 January 2018: components to be
removed
from
Wallingford
and

So, if all goes well, we should have a
canopy in position by next Christmas!
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The other issue to be addressed has been
the preferred location for the canopy, as
matters relating to the land needed for
the installation of a run-round loop have
also been high on the agenda, and we are
hopeful of an encouraging outcome for
these discussions very shortly.
We will need to submit our plans to the
local authority for Planning Permission. It
is hoped we can combine this application
with plans for a potential Station Building,
to obviate a subsequent, further
application.

Above: the canopy in situ at Maidenhead, 4th
Aug. 2012 (Geof Sheppard/Wikimedia).

us to install the long sought after runround loop—for this, we will certainly
need the support of Members at weekly
work parties, as the closed season for
running is clearly a good time to take on
these projects.

We have already submitted two grant
applications that would support at least
the first phase of a building programme.
Initial plans for this, and the location for
the canopy, were discussed at the AGM. If
all goes to plan we may be able to reposition some of our track and extend the
platform early in the new year to enable

Tony Stead
● To contact Tony or offer to help, email
a.stead@rhul.ac.uk.

SIGNALS FOR
WALLINGFORD

in two. Wallingford to Emily’s Crossing
would be under the control of (mostly)
semaphore signals—with one colour
light at the outer end. Emily’s Crossing
to Cholsey would be operated by
Annett’s key—a way to ensure only one
train is in a section at a time.

As mentioned elsewhere, I have begun
developing a proposal to install a
signalling system for the line.
More about the proposal will appear
next year, once the system has been
properly designed and checked, but for
now here is a broad outline.

Limited track circuits would be used,
with a variety of other methods used to
protect the sections.
The system would be “future proofed”
to allow the possible addition of further
sidings and, perhaps, a passing loop,
without the need for major alterations.

The scheme is designed to be as costeffective as possible. Wallingford
signalbox would assume overall control
of the whole line to Cholsey, with the
line being divided into two sections.

James Denny

A halfway point, named for the plans as
“Emily’s Crossing”, would divide the line

● To contact James: call 07506 593627 or
email waitsignaldriver@gmail.com.
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props, kindly built by Mark Taplin. One of
these props was a replica wartime radio,
containing an MP3 player and speaker,
allowing us to have a half hourly air raid
experience. Thank you to Mark for taking
the time to make the props, which added
that special something and looked great. I
also have to thank Mark, and Dave
Goodenough, at this point for helping
with the really boring task of filling the
sandbags that went with the shelter!

1940s WEEKEND
This year’s 1940s weekend was held over
the weekend of the 7th & 8th of October.
I’m happy to say that it was our most
profitable weekend of the year so far.
The Oxfordshire Home Guard Living
History group were on hand again
providing their usual top
standard historical display,
showcasing the various roles
of the Home Guard during
the war.

We had 3 trade stands on site for the first
time this year: one clothing
store, a vintage pop up tea
room
and
a
vintage
emporium. DJ Dave Dawes
was on hand again to provide
a brilliant array of 30s and
40s music. Without Dave’s
help during the fortnight
before the event, I’m not
sure it would have happened,

Last year’s air raid shelter
was set up in front of
Carpenter, complete with a
table set up with war time
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Scenes from the weekend (all Anthony Morris, Farmoor, except Home Guard Motorbike—Olly White)

so thank you Dave for all your help! It’s
appreciated more than I can convey.

arresting me and on a couple of occasions
executing me! It must be said, they
seemed almost too keen for that last bit!

Unfortunately we were let down a lot with
vehicles this year, but the vehicles we did
have were great. On the Saturday a
beautiful Morris Fourteen (I think) was
parked directly outside the station,
catching the eye of passers-by.

Lots of our passengers dressed the part
and joined in the fun too, adding to the
1940s feel.
Overall it was a good weekend and lots of
fun was had. I’d like to finish by thanking
particularly all the volunteers who helped
out over the weekend. Without you, it
wouldn’t have been possible.

Sunday we had a Willys Jeep on the
platform and the Home Guard had a
military motorcycle on show.
I also had a couple of train rides a day
playing the part of John Smith (AKA Hans
Schmidt) asking people some suspicious
questions. The Home Guard appeared to
take great pleasure in tracking me down,

Olly White
● Planning has already begun for next
year... If you would like to get involved
please email owhite1990@yahoo.co.uk.
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Lion is complete before receiving
attention. A replacement battery cell is
also needed.

LOCO DEPARTMENT

Some of you might have noted that
Unicorn has no coupling rods at present.
This is due to a shifted crank—the small
chunk of metal which attaches the rods to
the wheels. It still works—but care has to
be taken to prevent slipping as both
driving wheel axles are now independent
of each other!

1555 Ivor Modified Peckett: now resident
on the Swindon & Cricklade Railway and
understood to be almost back in service at
the time of going to print.
2142 Northern Gas Board No. 1: at
Darlington for her ten-year boiler
overhaul; work is proceeding well—see
David Mannering’s report elsewhere. No.
1 is a powerful loco, capable of hauling
any of our trains with ease, and we look
forward to her return in the new year.

08123 George Mason BR Class 08: active;
a repaint is ongoing, with some welding
work to be carried out. Thanks to the
team—Trish and Mark—working on the
‘ole Gal’, with just the front wasp
markings and the transfers to be
completed.

3270 Carpenter: undergoing restoration
by Rex Hora who, thanks to his
dedication, has started the engine...
watch this space for developments!

WD9045 / 8774 Wickham Trolley:
restoration nearing completion—see Alan
Goss’ full report elsewhere.

08022 Lion BR Class 08: active; next in
line for a repaint which is hoped to start
during 2018.

David Goodenough

THE GUINNESS

08060 Unicorn BR Class 08: active; has
had a light makeover, so will wait until

LOCOS
Carpenter was one of two locos built by
Hibberd Ltd for Guinness, with the
other, Walrus, being donated to the
Buckinghamshire Railway Centre. Lion
and Unicorn were purchased by
Guinness to replace the smaller Hibberd
locos and were among the last mainline
locos to be overhauled at Swindon
Works, being maintained usually at

Above: Unicorn ‘on shed’ at Wallingford.
(James Denny)

BR’s Old Oak Common Depot.
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2606 Esso tank wagon: in use as a water
tank for steam locos; unfortunately the
planned repaint did not take place.

CARRIAGE & WAGON

3436 GWR ‘D’ fruit van: active, repainted
2014

Unfortunately, it has been possible to do
very little work on the C&W fleet since my
last report, so here is a brief overview of
the current fleet situation.

3736 & 4508 BR MkI TSOs: active.

45 Saxa Salt Van: our first vehicle is safely
on its new home off the running line. Bob
Airey led a team to cover the roof to
prevent further deterioration pending a
decision on restoration.
184 GWR Collett Full Brake: the sheeting
on the west side was completely replaced
to keep it watertight.
35129 BR MkI BSK: active. The gangway
sliding door was dismantled, cleaned and
reinstalled to make it easier to operate.

1043 BR(W) Siphon G milk van: there
were no offers to take the entire vehicle so
the body was dismantled over a number
of weekends before it became dangerous.
We saved any parts that might help
restore a similar vehicle in future.

35208 GWR 20T Toad brake van: active,
repainted 2016.
47433 LNWR 12T box van: active,
repainted 2015.

2225 GWR Hawksworth BSK: stored
pending a decision on its future.

60933 GWR Grampus ballast wagon:
active.
780677 BR 12T ventilated van: active,
repainted 2015.
B460765 BR Medium Open Goods
Wagon: stored off the running line.
DB99800 BR(W) Loriot well wagon:
active.
DB992949 BR Dogfish hopper: active.
RNAD155 Short wheelbase flat wagon:
stored off the running line.

Top: BR MkI coach 3736 at Wallingford;
Above: BR 12T ventilated van 780677 at Wallingford (both James Denny).

WGF8082 Warflat bogie wagon: active.
German Flat Wagon: active.
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PERMANENT WAY

In addition there is the former War
Department box van in the car park and
the Cambrian coach body serving as the
museum (this needs attention—see note
on page 3).

We have identified that the crossing at
Green Lane requires attention—the
crossing signs are in need of repair, whilst
the gate has been attended to and is
waiting to be refitted.

John Cook
● As always, more volunteers are needed; if
you would like to help get the unpainted
wagons looking presentable, or with any
other job, contact John on 01344 761 034.

Culvert repair work is awaiting a date.

David Mannering
――――
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PROJECTS CORNER

FROM THE SHOP

HARDWARE HELP

Season's greetings to all our customers
from Trish, Dave and myself. This is the
first time that I have been able to put pen
to paper due to a very busy year with my
family.

As you know, money doesn't come easy—
but we need to get things done. It's up to
us how we spend what we have and we
could go out and buy/hire a piece of
equipment we need to get on—we could
write something like this and say "do you
know where we could borrow xyz now and
again?

We are looking forward to serving you
your mince pie and mulled apple juice
over the holiday Santa season, and maybe
helping you find that elusive stocking filler
or Christmas present.

There are things like trailers that we could
hitch on to the back of some of our cars to
collect things we have been given—we
gained a load of GWR diamond pattern
edge paviors a couple of years ago and
another time some platform seating.
Paying out to hire the trailers we needed
meant that we had to wait until we had
some spare cash—and we have lost some
things because we couldn't move fast
enough.

We will be taking a trip to the wholesaler
in the New Year to stock up for the new
season. We also intend to get more of the
society's mugs as well the cards from
Rothbury Cards. We are also going to look
into obtaining more magnets and possibly
some postcards too.
The 2018 season could be an exciting one
for us so please call in, have a look and say
hello—we'd love to see you.

It would be very handy if we could build up
a list of who owns, or who knows

Carolyn Fitzmaurice
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someone who has something, that we are
going to need.

there are also quite a number of projects
that we could get under way but can't risk
starting with our present number of
volunteers—as in doing so we would be
taking some away from the essentials of
running the Railway.

The beginnings of the list are: A small 4 wheeled trailer
 A cement mixer (diesel or electric)
 A small pick up truck
 Something with a HiaB crane
 Building site equipment
 Wheelbarrows
 A submersible pump
There really are no limits. You might say
that we can use your mixer but you can't
get it to Wallingford—we can if we have
found that trailer. You might say "can you
use a xxxxx". We may well reply that we
hadn't though of one of those, but it
would let us do something that we had
been held up over.

Just some of the “possibles” are the idea
of a new halt by Cholsey Church bridge;
Signalling for our Stations; construction of
the rolling stock siding(s) that we will
need when the present one is upgraded to
a run round loop. Then, when we
hopefully become busier there are going
to be times when we may need to run 2
trains.
On a smaller scale, there are medium and
smaller projects. Already the Goss
Brothers have taken on rebuilding the
Wickham PW trolley and it is approaching
the time when it starts work again. We
have the remains of a platform trolley and
barrows—these are jobs where parts can
be taken home for refurbishment and
then reassembled at Wallingford.

I've bought/acquired a few bits that are
likely to be of some use—a bench grinder;
a 1.5 tonne block & tackle; a pillar drill; a
scaffold tower; some profiled wood
cutting blades from the old Swindon
carriage works; and quite a few other
possibly useful bits. What's in the back of
your shed or garage?

We could use a good stocktake of all of
our "hidden" track work components and
maybe collect and sort them into
something of a permanent way depot—
perhaps where we have space by what we
call "PW2" at Winterbrook.

Machine tools like a lathe, milling
machines and the like will open up a
whole new area of projects we can take
on. That’s a way off, because we don't yet
have a shed to keep things dry and secure

All of these suggestions amount to many
years of work—but we really need help to
start and move forward. If you have the
skills and talents we need to help us
grow—or in fact just you and a sense of
humour—please get in touch.

WHAT CAN YOU OFFER?
Every society is constantly appealing for
more volunteer help and we are no
different We could put it a different way,
though; rather than ask you to turn up and
be given a job to do we could look at
things the other way round. While our
regular team need extra help to keep the
trains running and the stock maintained,

Tim Mackie
• To contact Tim regarding projects call
01635 278495 / 07946 021835 or email
timmackie@btinternet.com.
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MODEL RAILWAY

Society (Rex Hora, Neil Singleton and I)
will be holding a model railway exhibition
in February to raise money for the
Wallingford Station Development and to
publicise the Railway.

Please accept my apologies for the length
of time it is taking to get this finished.
Things are slowly moving in the right
direction.

Approximately eighteen model railways
will be in attendance, including Bottle Kiln
Lane by John Thorne, which has appeared
in Railway Modeller, Garreg Wen by
Matthew Kean, which features in the
latest issue of the 009 News, and my
model of Wallingford station.

The legs and cross bracing have been
glued in position, so the table has been
taken out (shades of Brunel removing the
scaffolding from Maidenhead Bridge!).
A fascia board has also been made,
complete with 20p slot machine, which
will be wired into a pair of timer circuits in
due course. Also, on the electrical side, I
have constructed a pair of automatic
signal circuits (one for each oval), and
drilled holes for the signals.

Trade stands and refreshments will also
be available. The exhibition will be open
from 10am – 4:30pm. Drop in and take a
look, or if you can help out for a couple of
hours (or longer), either while the
exhibition is open or during set-up/
dismantling, drop me an email at
standing_richard@yahoo.co.uk.

I haven’t yet fitted the front panel, partly
to aid installation of the electronics and
partly as a cupboard needs to be moved in
order to do so.

Richard Standing

EAST READING MRE

• To contact Richard call 07760 285 383 or
email standing_richard@yahoo.co.uk.

As in previous years, the Kenavon Railway

MODEL RAILWAY EXHIBITION
in support of the Cholsey & Wallingford Railway

17 FEBRUARY 2018 10am—4:30pm
THE WAREHOUSE, 1A CUMBERLAND RD, READING RG1 3LB
Served by Reading Buses 4, X4, 13, 14, 17; Courtney Buses 127/8/9 and Arriva
route 850 (Henley/Marlow/High Wycombe)
Pictured:
Garreg Wen (Mick
Thornton) and Bottle
Kiln Lane (John
Thorne)
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this we used thick bitumastic—some of
which actually went on the roof, with
most on me—and a new roll of roofing
felt (some thin stuff we had in stock was
unsuitable).

WICKHAM NEWS

This does the job and looks smart, if a
little rustic, and if it doesn’t last it hasn’t
cost a fortune. For now we have
dispensed with gutters because the old
ones looked terrible,
though this may have to
change.

It is over 2 years since I last wrote a
progress update: so what has happened
in that time?
In August 2016 we gave
up trying to coax life from
old batteries and bought
a new one. This was used
to start the engine,
eventually, and helped to
sort out the drive train,
whilst the Wickham was
still on blocks, before it
was lowered and pushed
under a new shelter (see
update 5).

Above & Below: the smartly finished
Wickham (above James Denny; below
Alan Goss).

We then briefly turned
our attention back to the
engine.
A
correctly
shaped top hose had
been sourced but was just
short, so the radiator was
moved back about an
inch to make it fit.

Attempts to run the engine failed with
suspected air leaks in the fuel supply,
poor connections to the battery and a
perished bottom hose. We will try again
later, once these issues are sorted.

This enabled the roof to be tackled: this
was badly rusted all round the gutter line,
where water had collected, and across
several of the roof seams. Removing the
aluminium gutters was a rather brutal
affair but we thought they were just
about recoverable. The roof itself was a
different matter—it was too bad for body
filler. New steel would cost approximately
£100 but we had no means of shaping it
nor expertise to weld it, so we went for a
cheaper option and decided to felt it. For

A start was made de-rusting the body
panels which were then painted with a
rather garish red (said to be red oxide, but
I have my doubts). We have spent a fair
time painting and it is as tedious as I
feared. All surfaces must be prepared,
which mainly means getting rid of rust.
This is not too bad on outside panels &
chassis, but inside the roof—ugh!
That is now history and we are now
contemplating a second coat all round.
The chosen livery is inside roof white; seat
frames, chassis & outside top panels
black, and front & rear panels yellow.

Alan Goss
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also editor of The Bunk where he served
for ten years, and our first webmaster. In
the early days, website management was
a
complex
task
requiring
an
understanding of coding which his
colleagues lacked. It took the CWR ten
years to set up an easy-to-run website.

READERS’ LETTERS
Letters are most welcome. Post to: The
Bunk Editor, C&WRPS, 5 Hithercroft
Road, Wallingford, Oxon, OX10 9GQ;
send a text to 07506 593627 or email to
bunk@purplehare.space. The Editor
reserves the right to edit submissions.

Nothing was done to update our system,
leaving a loyal member in an impossible
position.
Name & Address Supplied.

――――

――――
Sir,

MAIDENHEAD CANOPY

Sir,

I want to say I had a brilliant time
yesterday, having all three class 08s for
haulage—especially 08060 Unicorn as this
had flat batteries on arrival. I want to
express big thanks to the two Davids (the
drivers) who did an outstanding job of
reviving it after two attempts.

Are you expecting to be able to re-use the
train shed from Maidenhead station. I've
stood under it many times in the 1950's
and 60's, watching the "Marlow Donkey"!
John Smith,
Carriage & Wagon Manager,
Chinnor & Princes Risborough Railway

A lot of places wouldn’t have bothered,
but they made the effort and even invited
my three year old son into the cab on
arrival back at Wallingford. This was really
appreciated and it made his day.

The editor replies: we are indeed, and
exciting plans are now afoot. See elsewhere
in this issue for an update from the project
team.

――――
Sir,

TRIPLE THANKS

My mother also wanted to thank you all,
as the hospitality and friendliness were
exceptional.

THE WEBSITE

I must protest. In your Easter issue, the
Chair wrote: “I apologise for the lack of up
to date information on our website. The
person who used to look after it has
suddenly decided he doesn’t want to do it
any more, leaving us well in the lurch”.

If I lived nearer than Norwich I would
definitely help out!
I will be back.
Tom Adams, via Email.

――――

Tim Fediw, ‘the person’ who is being
abused in your pages, was Marketing
Manager from 2002 to 2006, retiring
when increasing work and family
pressures forced him to resign. He was

The editor thanks all those who have
contributed to this issue, in particular his
crack team of proof-readers (Gilly Swift,
Lindsey Ilsley and Sherwin Smith).
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ON THE MAIN LINE

stopping service to Oxford.
The “famous” part of the fleet upgrade is,
of course, the Intercity Express Trains.
(IETs). Confusingly, these trains were
ordered in two batches. As a result, the
fleet is made up of class 800 IET and 802
AT300 trains—both of which come in
5– and 9—car variants which look
identical!

Out on the main line, the “biggest fleet
upgrade in a generation” is going on.
Those of you who live or travel around the
Thames Valley can hardly have missed the
abundance of overhead electrical
equipment now in evidence. But
how much do you know about the
new trains?

Whilst enthusiasts will mourn the
passing of widespread HST use on
the Great Western, regular travellers
will see an increase in space,
together with greatly enhanced,
modernised facilities.

Thames Valley services as far as
Didcot will soon be run by the new
class 387s, part of the Electrostar
family built by Bombardier in
Derby.
This family of trains is familiar
across England, having first been
introduced as class 375/377s just after the
turn of the Millennium. In fact, the
Electrostar traces its roots directly back to
the class 165/166 diesels currently in use
on Great Western.

Since the 16th of October, two
“diagrams” of IETs have been operating
between
Paddington
and Bristol/
Swansea, each diagram being two 5-car
sets coupled together and operating a set
service.
Just before this edition went to print, a
further two diagrams were added, seeing
the IETs running more frequently, and
further West, down to Taunton. Another
two diagrams should then be added on
the 11th of December, with more and
more being introduced through the new
year.

It is currently anticipated that the
operation of class 387s, currently running
between Paddington and Maidenhead,
will extend to Didcot from January. At this
point, a diesel shuttle service will connect
in and out of these trains, maintaining the

James Denny
● For the latest information visit gwr.com/
about-us/modernising-gwr

Above: 387148 & 387135 departing
Maidenhead for Paddington (Geof Sheppard);
Right: 800004 standing at Paddington
(TheTransportHub)
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LINES in LAVENDER

(pronounced Izzfield) a superb LSWR
signalbox is evident. This is cosmetic
rather than functioning though a new
signalbox to work the points is under
construction. This is a very well-appointed
station with a most amenable café,
souvenir stall and miniature railway.
There are two platforms as well as stock
storage sheds and a small goods yard.

The Lavender line is not, as might be
supposed, named after the extensive
fields of lavender in the area. Rather it is
named after A.E. Lavender coal
merchants who set up their business in
the goods yard. I paid a visit to this
enchanting little line on a baking hot
August Bank Holiday Monday.
Today’s Lavender Line (LL) is a Heritage
Railway (normally open Sundays and
Bank holidays only) and is the sole
surviving remnant of the former line from
Uckfield to Lewes. Geographically the line
is in an awkward position. There have
been repeated calls to restore the link
between Uckfield and Lewes in order to
create an alternative route to the Brighton
Main Line were that ever to be blocked.
Should that come to pass, the LL would
be under threat.

On the day of my visit two trains were in
operation – one steam and one diesel
operating alternate trains. Bagnall 0-6-0
‘Empress’ was operating the steam train
service with a short demonstration freight
with brake van for public rides and green
‘Thumper’ 1133 was working the diesel
train.

Cost prohibits this, but cost also is
preventing the LL’s ambition to cross the
River Uck at its northern end and thereby
reach Uckfield. The bridge over the river is
in situ, but is blocked off.

The journey is brief but memorable and
offers wonderful views across the rolling
Sussex countryside. The line heads north
out of Isfield and runs one mile to the
relatively new station at Worth Halt. This
consists of a short timber platform. There
isn’t much here, but one may alight and
follow a series of footpaths back to Isfield
through the fields. A footpath crossing
just the south of Worth Halt offers good
photo opportunities.

That is the background – what of today’s
railway? The LL simply oozes character.
On approaching the main station of Isfield

This little railway is well worth a visit. The
staff are very friendly and engaging.
Top: Empress heads a short demonstration
freight at Worth Crossing. • Above: The
spartan station at Worth Halt with ‘Thumper’
1133 ready to depart (both Myles Munsey).

Myles Munsey
● For up to date info: lavender-line.co.uk
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RAMBLINGS
ITEMS for inclusion should
be sent to the editor via
bunk@purplehare.space or
07506 593627. • THE
BRANCH
LINE
SOCIETY’S
“Christmas
Brush”, a Railtour top-andtailed with class 47 diesels,
will run on Sat 2nd Dec,
taking in a number of lines/
loops around the Thames
Valley area that don’t often
see such loco-hauled trains
(passing Cholsey twice).
branchline.uk. • CAROLS
will rebound around the town
centre at 5.30 on 13th Dec.—
bring your own lantern! •
DIDCOT
RAILWAY
CENTRE will be steaming
on
New
Year’s
day.
didcotrailwaycentre.org.uk.
• GREAT WESTERN
RAILWAY
are
now
announcing “change here for
the Cholsey & Wallingford
Railway” on board trains
when approaching Cholsey—
thanks to those who made
this happen! • GWR have
also opened an online shop
selling branded souvenirs
including Moleskine notebooks, tie slides, cufflinks,
pens, socks and more!
btcwebstore.co.uk/gwr. •
KENAVON
RAILWAY
SOCIETY will be holding a
model railway exhibition on
17th. Feb. in aid of the
CWR—see advert & preview

elsewhere. • OXFORD
BUS MUSEUM will be
running vintage buses to
Oxford, and Woodstock and
Witney on New Year’s Day
oxfordbusmusum.org.uk. •
PENDON MUSEUM are
running scale modelling
workshops for adults in 2018.
pendonmuseum.com.
•
STEAM
RAILTOURS
are expected to pass through
Cholsey on Sun 10th Dec.
(45212 to Stratford) and Tue
19th Dec. (70013 to Bath).
Both are Cathedrals Express
services. Of course, this
information is subject to late
minute change so check
uksteam.info/tours/ for upto-date
information.
•
SW IN D ON
PA N EL
S O C I E T Y—also
at
Y
Didcot—are planning a large
signalling gala to open the
new Signalling Centre on
23/24 June next year,

featuring a wide variety of
signalling exhibits, centring
on
their
painstakingly
restored turn-push signalling
control panel from Swindon.
swindonpanel.org.uk.
•
WALLINGFORD
MUSEUM are seeking
‘Treasures that Tell Tales’ for
an exhibition in 2018.
wallingfordmuseum.org.uk.
•
WALLINGFORD’S
SANTA DASH will be on
3rd Dec. this year—watch
hundreds of Santas run, walk
or sleigh in support of the
Style
Acre
charity.
styleacre.org.uk. • THE
WATERCRESS
LINE
are planning a “Christmas
leave” event on 26th/27th.
Dec. giving a flavour of
Christmas during World War
II. watercressline.co.uk. •
WHAT IS yellow and white
and travels at 125MPH? A
train driver’s egg sandwich. •

1

2

Quite Possibly
The World’s Most
Pointless
Crossword
Across
2. Dual bed.
Down
1. Something
drawn in the sand.
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Front cover: Santa Past (Phil Warrington).
Rear cover: The last train of the day heads
out of Cholsey and home during the
Hallowe’en event of Saturday 28th October
(James Denny)
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